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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
 

 
What functionality does the portal have? 

Users can download RHIS profiles, RHIS inventory documents and generate comparison tables. 
 
Do I need a login to use the portal?  

No. All RHIS profiles, inventory documents and comparison tables are publicly available to view and 
download. General Users can access the portal’s features by selecting the links on the Welcome 
page.   
 
A login is needed for country administrators to update information and add documents. 
 
How often are RHIS profiles and inventory updated? 

RHIS profiles and inventory documents will be reviewed and updated annually, or more frequently 
as needed. 
 
Where does the information in the RHIS profiles come from?  

Each profile was developed in collaboration with PMI, National Malaria Programs, and other key 
stakeholders in each country.  
 
What countries are included in the portal? 

The portal includes RHIS profiles and inventory documents for PMI priority countries. Countries may 
be added to the portal over time.  

What format are the RHIS profiles in? 

The RHIS profiles can be viewed and downloaded as a PDF.   

If a specific type of document is not available in a specific country’s inventory, does that mean this 
document does not exist or is not in place? 

Not necessarily. The inventory is not exhaustive, and includes resources shared with MEASURE 
Evaluation by national stakeholders. The inventory is a living repository, and can be updated over 
time.  
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